In January 1971 Vietnam Veterans Against the War held hearings
in Detroit, Michigan, called the Winter Soldier Investigation.
At this unprecedented event, the antiwar veterans held their own
inquiry - now part of the US Congressional Record - to present
testimony gathered from soldiers and witnesses about war crimes
and the conduct of the war in Southeast Asia. Purple Heart
recipient Scott Moore, a native of Pennsylvania's Lehigh Valley
who had commanded an Army infantry platoon in Vietnam, was one
of several VVAW members who organized and led the WSI. He
recently gave me access to his papers, hoping I would hold them
until I felt it was time to place them in an archive. Most of
the papers were on the Winter Soldier Investigation.
I had done paintings and drawings in 2010, representing the
heroism of the act of telling the unpopular truth, but I had
always been afraid of the content. Now I assumed the role of the
older woman in the room, retyping the original IBM Selectric
pages transcribed by Scott's mother Madelyn Moore and Nina
Kimche in 1971, as a way of re-enacting their typing of those
hundreds of pages of testimony and internalizing the stories.
Distracted by the coordination of typing words I couldn't read,
the horror of mutilations and humiliations seeped into my
throat.
I am creating Renaissance-style tapestry cartoons on muslin in
distemper and oil to juxtapose, to display some of the cultural
resources and resonances of this violence (for example, The
Stoning of St. Stephen)
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Interrogator 2020
distemper on canvas, linen, and muslin
78 x 56 inches

My name is Nathan Hale. I’m 24 years old. I’m a resident of
Coatesville, Pennsylvania. I’m currently a student and candle maker. I
joined the Army in April of ’66. My rank at dischargewas Specialist 5.
I was an interrogator linguist with Americal Division. I will show a
series of slides of an interrogation by the Vietnamese national Field
Police and describe general
techniques used in interrogation.
Hale: Yeah, I sure would. I arrived in Vietnam in December of ’67. In
January of ’68, I was assigned to the First of the 1st Cav, Americal
Division. I arrived at the base camp of the 1st ofthe 1st Cav which is
Hill 29. When I arrived there my S2 captain, told me that my job was
to illicit information. This meant that I could illicit information in
any means possible. He told me that I could use any technique I could
think of and the idea is “Don’t get caught” and what he meant was I
could beat these people, I could cut 'em, I could probably shoot 'em.
I never shot anyone— but I could use any means possible to get
information… just don’t beat them in the presence of a non-unit member
or person. That’s someone like a visiting officer or perhaps the Red
Cross and I personally used clubs, rifle
butts, pistols, knives, and this was always
done at Hill 29. And in the field it even
gets better. On this particular operation the
National Field Police also hanged two men,
just because they thought they were VC. The
important point here is that everything I did
was always monitored. An interrogator is
always monitored. I was monitored by an MP
Sergeant at Hill 29 who often helped me in my
interrogation — he and his squad. One other
incident on Hill 29— there was a man who was
kicked to death by the ARVNS the South
Vietnamese. They called me the next morning
and they said you have a dead prisoner. So I
had to take a doctor over to confirm that he
was dead. My S2 instead of going through the
necessary paper work had him put in two 500
pound rice sacks and the troops took him out
that day and dumped him. He was added to the
previous day’s body count. I guess that’s
about it. I can tell you that Americal
Division has the ideal interrogation
location. There MPs on the hill watching you but this doesn’t mean you
can’t kick prisoners—under the table. We used to take knives into the
interrogation huts and use the guys hands as a means of terror. I
might also add that I learned everything I know from the Sourh
Vietnamese and from my American cohorts.

Stoning, 2020
distemper on canvas, linen, and muslin
78 x 56 inches
My name is Bill Hatton. I’m 23 years of age and I was a high school student
before I entered the Marine Corps in 1966. I spent 4 years in regular
enlistment. I attained the rank of Corporal as a Lance Corporal and Corporal
both during my tour. I was in Vietnam from October 1968 to September 1969.
My outfit was Engineer Maintenance Platoon, FOSB Bravo, Dong Ha. My testimony
will deal with the stoning death of a 3 year old Vietnamese child, handling
kids heat tab sandwiches, and firing minutes at stud, throwing cases of Crats at women and children off moving trucks, and dragging and pricesetting
on the heads of officers in the unit. My occupation at present — I’m the
director of the Department of Planning Promotion for the village of Bagley,
Minnesota.
Moderator: Bill Hatton, you talked about the stoning of a three year old
child. Would you like to explain that please?
Hatton: When I arrived in Vietnam my MOS was a Heavy Equipment Mechanic.
Since there wasn’t a real need for my billet to be filled as a mechanic. I
was put in my secondary MOS which was a 8151 that of Security Guard. Since I
filled this billet so admirably they kept me going on perimeter which was
in a sense a shit detail that they send people they don’t like out on. Since
I wasn’t the most popular type of personality there I went.
Well, at any rate my duty was to go out and serve as a
perimeter guard on the Dong Ha ramp. This was An Luc ramp
near Quat River where ships came up and they’d off load
supplies. We tool our truck outside the combat base every
night at 5:30 to set up at the ramp for our nights duty. We
used to drive by this row of hootches and a little three
year old kid in dirty greasy shorts use to run out and
scream, “you Marines number 10” and we’d always go back, oh
fuck the kid, and all this stuff. So one night the kid
comes out and says “You Marine, you Number 10” and throws a
rock. So we figured we’d get him because this was a way of
having fun. The next night before we went out we all
stopped by COC which is right by the ammo dump, we picked up the biggest
rocks we could get our hands on and piled them in the back of the truck. So
when he left the Combat Base we just turned at the corner and we saw the
little kid, we were waiting for the kid .. he ran out of the hootch .. and
was going to scream “Marine Number 10,” and we didn’t even let him get it out
of his mouth. We just picked up all the rocks and smeared him. We just wiped
him out. In fact, the force of the rocks was enough to knock over his little
tin hootch as well. I can’t say that the kid died but if it would have been
me, I would have died, easily. The rocks, some of them were easily as big as
his head. It was looked upon as funny. We all laughed about it. And then we
forgot about it. It took me about a year to even to be able to recall the
situation. I think it said something about the entire attitude of us over
there. I never had a specific hatred for the Vietnamese, I just tended to
ignore them. They didn’t figure in any calculations to being human. They
either got in the way or they weren’t there.
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Bob Clark: I served with Golf Company Two Nine.
Moderator: You mentioned the killing of wounded prisoners. Would you talk about that
also?
Clark: Right on. On June 13 on Operation Cannon Falls, we were on Fire Support Based
Wisemans, Golf Company and H & S Company. A man was screaming for water and they just
poured it on the ground. They laughed at him, they kicked him in the ribs. One time he
just jumped up spastically and sat up on his waist and his arms started to dangle. A
grunt kicked him in the chest and he died. While this was going on, they were discussing
what they should do with him. There were 3 senior squids there, thats doctors, all three
of them were E-6s none of them would help him. They said “he’s not worth it”. Somebody
suggested we tie him up because he might be dangerous. It was suggested he might be tied
up with barbed wire. Now after all this happened they chased what was left of the NVA
company out through the woods and an VNA Lt. surrendered. He ran to the bottom of the
hill and he walked up with a Chie Hoi leaflet to Gunnery Sgt. Harker. He was unarmed he
didn’t have anything on him, he grabbed Gunnery Sgt. Harkers hand and kissed it and
seemed pretty happy. He got punched out. They brought him up to the top of the hill and
he was physically abused because he told everything he knows plus he got on a loud
speaker and talked through a helicopter that was circling they are telling his comrades
to surrender. Well, that night he said we were going to be hit with 60 mortar fire and
it was going to march from the east side of the hill to the west side. They decided to
keep him there overnight so they took off all his clothes and they dug him a little hole,
three feet by four feet. They just put him in there and put a board on top and had the
kit carson sleep on top just in case we didn’t get hit by the mortar fire then they would
take care of him. Well, we did get hit by the mortar fire and we took care of him
anyhow. The following day elements of Golf company claimed that
they saw 400 NVA walking along the trail. I informed this to the
Major there since I was in the COC bunker on Radio Watch . He told
me I was an asshole. So I called up Golf Company again and I said
“Repeat this. This guy doesn’t believe me”. So he told me again I
was an asshole because Recon said there are no NVA in this area,
even thought the previous night we were hit by a company and a
half. Well, about a day following Hotel Company (and Gordon was
there at the time) was hit by about half a regiment, I’m not sure,
but they were in contact for nine houses and Major Collins was on
the stand, the Captain from Hotel called up and he was crying
because they were pinned down for nine hours and he wanted air
support and he wanted to be lifted out of there because they were
pretty well chopped up; they had had hand to hand fighting, they
were running out of ammunition and Major Collins got on the air.
He said, “Never in Vietnam has any Infantry unit been withdrawn”
and he said, You people can do it by yourself. I don’t care if you’ve been there nine
hours or nine weeks. You are going to stay out there until there is none of you left or
until we come and get you. Later on that night I took the casualty report. It was
fourteen pages. There were 43 killed and about 30 wounded and a lot of them were my
friends. They claimed they killed a hundred Viet Cong , but Gordon says they killed two
or three hundred . Stars and Stripes claimed that only 35 Americans were killed and
wounded. I know they’re pretty confused out there, but its a pretty fucked up when not
even Start and Stripes can figure out how many people there were.
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Moderator: Due to the fact that one of the men has to leave very shortly to
go back to his home, Nathan Hale, I’d like to let him testify to the
interrogation

procedures and show his slides at this time.

Hale: I arrived in Vietnam in December of ’67.

In January of ’68 I was

assigned to the First of the 1st Cav, Americal Division.
base camp of the 1st of the 1st Cav which is Hill 29.

I arrived at the

When I arrived there

my S2 captain, told me that my job was to illicit information. These slides I
want to show you were taken in October, 1968.
mission called “Daring Endeavors”.

I was on a Marine Corps

The operation took place south of Da

Nang.

The idea was to cut off an enemy force.

unit.

(Next Slide).

This is just showing the

This is a group of detainees being brought in.

Slide) This just shows a typical Vietnamese who was bound.

(Next

The ropes are

really super-tight and the idea is to make the prisoner or detainee as
uncomfortable as possible.

(Next Slide)

I was sitting here drying my boots

and I had a little fire going and this man here came over — these are
National Field Police — this man came over and put a tin spoon, it’s a
Vietnamese spoon, its shaped like a scoop and he put it in my fire.

He then

grabbed my sock, wrapped it around and he’s burning the skin off the back of
the man’s neck.

(Next Slide) this is after he

burned his neck.

The mans still not giving the

correct information. (Next Slide) and finally the
man, in fear of his life, admitted that at one time
he had given tax to the VC but you can’t prove that
.

(Next Slide) I heard earlier today that they

used CS, well the Marines used a lot of CS on this
particular operation, and this particular man
wouldn't come out of the hole and they threw CS
grenades at him. I personally escorted this man
back to division and he died.

So if gas doesn't

kill I don't know what killed him.

(Next Slide)

okay, theres an interrogation going on right here.
This man here is a warrant officer.
way its conducted.

Its a big production.

all the marines sitting around giving the various cheers.
during these interrogations there were officers present.
was a Lt. Colonel present.
Moderator:

Of the marines.

Okay, could we have the light please.

There are

At all times
At one time there

This is a good expression of agony.

the general attitude you can see.

This is the

Thats it.

(Next Slide)
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Moderator: Okay, Steve Rose.
by the VC.

About that blowing up of the bus

How many people were on there, what was their

status, how many of them were killed and wounded?
Rose: Yes . This was on Highway 1 outside of Camp Evans in I
Corps area.
bus.

I would say there were about 50 civilians on this

They pack them in pretty good on these busses and with all

their belongings.

This bus was heading up Highway 1 north and

the word that came back to us before we went out was that the VC
blew up this civilian bus because the convoy didn’t come through
today.

So I was at 4th Marine Regiment Headquarters and the

doctor and I and a few other corpsmen went out to this bus.

Now

there were people laying all over the mud there and most of them
were dead, but there was some that were still alive and we did a
little preparatory work and the ARVN helicopters came in with
American crews as head.

We asked the civilians around the area

to help us load the wounded onto helicopters which they refused
to do.
war.

Now I sort of understand why.

It’s not really their

We’re too involved there and we shouldn’t be.

So what

happened was that we, the Marines from 2nd Battalion, 4th
Marines, that was on patrol, helped load these
bodies onto choppers and as the choppers took
off into the distance, the wounded that we put
on were being thrown off into the field.
Moderator: How high was the chopper when these
people were thrown off?
Rose: It was about a hundred yards and maybe
about 50 or 60 feet high; it was just taking
off into the distance.

